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Abstract

To achieve nearly quantum limited noise temperatures around 1 THz

in Nb SIS mixers NbTiN is used as stripline material because its high DC

conductivity and gap frequency above 1 THz should minimize RF losses.

However, one expects problems at the Nb/NbTiN interface due to an energy

gap discontinuity. Indeed, the measured I-V curves show features that are

absent in all Nb SIS mixers or Nb junctions with normal metal striplines.

These include the gap voltage backbending and a severe gap voltage re-

duction in the pumped case. In an analysis of the unpumped case, it was

previously shown that the backbending feature is caused by the DC heat

trapped at the Nb/NbTiN interface and that the heat ow is limited by the

electron-phonon interaction time. In the present paper, the analysis is ex-

tended to the pumped case by introducing an additional power contribution

to explain the severe gap depression. This additional power results from the

energy spectrum of the photon assisted tunneling electrons as given in the

Tien-Gordon theory. Theoretical �ts are obtained that faithfully reproduce

the main features of the anomalous pumped I-V characteristcs.

1 Introduction

Until recent experimental results obtained at the Space Research Organization

of the Netherlands (SRON) and Delft University of Technology, [1, 2] the lowest

noise temperature around 1 THz was obtained using a Nb SIS mixer with Al

tuning circuits. [3] However, a major limiting factor in the mixer performance

is the loss in the aluminum striplines. [4] Therefore, one strategy to improve on

these results is to use a superconducting stripline material with an energy gap



above the signal photon energy. NbTiN has been shown to be a good candidate

both because of its frequency gap larger than 1 THz and its low RF loss. [5{12]

However, because of the energy gap discontinuity at the Nb/NbTiN interface one

expects problems with this structure. Understanding these is essential to evaluate

the mixer performance.

2 Anomalous I-V characteristics

The device structure of the Nb SIS mixers with NbTiN striplines investigated here

is shown in Fig.1(a). The Nb junction is sandwiched between two NbTiN leads,

which, in combination with an insulator SiO2 layer, form a stripline that func-

tions as an integrated tuning circuit for the mixer. The SIS device is a standard

Nb/Al{AlOx/Nb junction with an area of typically 0.6 �m2. Junctions with two

critical current densities, 6.5 and 12 kA/cm2, were used. The thickness of both

Nb electrodes is 90 nm. The top and bottom NbTiN leads are 400 nm and 280 nm

thick, respectively. The critical temperatures of Nb and NbTiN in the device were

measured to be 9.1 K and 14.3 K. Device fabrication is described elsewhere. [11]

The �rst I-V measurements on these devices were presented earlier [11] and are

reproduced in Fig.2. These showed two striking features believed to be caused

by the presence of the gap discontinuity. Firstly, a severe gap depression which

worsens with increasing pumping level. Secondly, the gap depression can be seen

within the same curve as a backbending of the gap voltage.

3 Unpumped case

The energy diagram of Fig.1(b) corresponds to the device structure for the two

electrodes biased at the Nb gap voltage and shows the di�erent energy gaps of

Nb and NbTiN. The tunneling electrons see a potential barrier at the Nb/NbTiN

interface. In a previous paper [13] we showed that in such a situation there is no

quasiparticle trapping. Instead, the charges are Andreev reected at the interface.

As a result, charge is transported across the interface but the quasiparticle equi-

librium temperature is raised in both electrodes. Here the assumption is made

that the electron-electron interaction time is short enough to obtain a Fermi-like

electron energy distribution in the junction. The BCS theory is used to determine

the electron temperature from the backbending data, which yields the energy gap,

�, through the following expression, [14]
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where N(0) is the density of states at the Fermi level, � is the BCS interaction

constant and �h!c is the Debye frequency and is much greater than kTc, where Tc is
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Figure 1: (a) Sketch of the cross-section of a Nb SIS junction with NbTiN striplines. (b)
Energy diagram showing the relative energy gaps of Nb and NbTiN under the application of a
bias voltage Vgap equal to the gap voltage of Nb.
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Figure 2: Anomalous pumped and unpumped I-V characteristics of a Nb/Al{AlOx/Nb junction
with NbTiN striplines at a local oscillator frequency of 895 GHz and a bath temperature of 4.7
K.



the critical temperature of Nb. It was further shown that the heat ow is governed

by the electron-phonon interaction time which acts as the heat ow bottleneck of

the system and the heat balance equation is given by

PDC = �heat(T � Tb); (2)

where PDC is the DC power in the junction; T and Tb are the electron and bath

temperatures, respectively. The heat transfer coeÆcient, �heat, is given by

�heat =
vCe

�eph
; (3)

where Ce is the electron heat capacity, �eph the electron-phonon interaction time

and v the junction volume. Using the above, agreement with the DC I-V charac-

teristics was demonstrated. In particular, quantitative agreement with the back-

bending data was achieved.

4 Photon assisted tunneling contribution

However, when the RF signal is coupled into the mixer the severe gap reduction

shown in Fig.2 cannot be explained by Eq.2. Indeed, PDC is only of the order of

100 nW, whereas the heating power required to produce the gap depression of, say,

the dash-dotted pumped curve in Fig.2, ranges from 200 to 300 nW, depending

on the accuracy of the heat transfer coeÆcient as obtained from the backbending

data. Essentially, there are only two other power sources in our system that could

possibly account for this additional required contribution. Firstly, the photon

assisted tunneling (PAT) mechanism is responsible for the energy spectrum of the

photon assisted tunneled electrons according to the Tien-Gordon picture. [15] In

standard junctions, this added energy, delivered in multiples of the photon energy

to the electron bath, escapes by heat di�usion. However, in the presence of heat

trapping it will have to be dissipated within the electron bath, thus contributing to

the overall junction heating. Secondly, because the mixer operates above the gap

frequency of Nb, some RF dissipation in the junction is also expected. Let us �rst

turn to the photon assisted tunneling mechanism. Tucker and Feldman [16] give

an expression for the dissipative component of the local oscillator (LO) current,

I 0LO, across the mixer

I 0LO =

1X

n=�1

Jn(�)[Jn�1(�) + Jn+1(�)]Idc(V + n�h!=e)

=

1X

n=�1

2n
J2n(�)

�
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where Jn(�) is the nth order Bessel function and its argument, � = eVLO=�h!, is

the ratio of the energy associated with the LO voltage across the junction to the



photon energy; Idc is the measured unpumped I-V characteristic and V is the bias

voltage. We assume here that VLO is a constant. Therefore, the photon assisted

power, PPAT , is the AC power associated with the dissipative current and is given

by

PPAT =
I 0LOVLO

2

=

1X

n=�1

n�h!

e
J2n(�)Idc(V + n�h!=e): (5)

Intuitively, one can understand Eq.5 in the light of the Tien-Gordon theory [15]

which pictures the pumped I-V characteristic as resulting from the sum fromminus

to plus in�nity of the unpumped characteristic shifted by multiples of the photon

energy and weighted by the corresponding Bessel function, i.e.

Ipumped =
1X

n=�1

J2n(�)Idc(V + n�h!=e): (6)

One sees that Eq.5 multiplies the number of photon assisted tunneled quasiparti-

cles by their corresponding energy, namely n�h!, for each value of n.

5 Theoretical fits to the anomalous pumped I-V curves

In order to produce theoretical �ts of the pumped I-V characteristics, dedicated

voltage-biased measurements were obtained, taking care to suppress the supercur-

rent and associated Shapiro steps, which are present in Fig.2. The pumped and

unpumped experimental curves used for the theoretical calculations in this sec-

tion are shown in Fig.4. The pumped measured data is used to calculate the DC

power, PDC , and is simply the product of the current by the voltage at each bias

point. The photon assisted power, PPAT , is calculated using Eq.5, where Idc(V ) is

the unpumped measured data. An appropriate value for the Bessel function argu-

ment, �, or, equivalently, VLO, must also be chosen. However, since the actual LO

power seen by the junction cannot be measured, VLO must be treated as a �tting

parameter. Its choice will be discussed later in this section. Fig.3 shows a plot of

PDC , PPAT and their sum, PTotal = PDC + PPAT , as a function of bias voltage.

Using PTotal instead of PDC in Eq.2 one can calculate a temperature pro�le as a

function of bias voltage, T (V ), also shown in Fig.3. T (V ) is chosen to be constant

upon reaching the critical temperature of Nb, which corresponds to the junction

transition to the normal state. One can then calculate a unpumped theoretical

I-V characteristic using the usual expression

Idc =
�1

eRn

Z
1

n=�1
N(E)N(E � eV )[f(E)� f(E � eV )]dE; (7)
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Figure 3: DC, PAT and total=DC+PAT heating powers (nW), and junction temperature (K)

corresponding to the DC+PAT case, versus bias voltage (mV).

where Rn is the normal state resistance, and taking care to assign to the density

of states, N(E) = N(E; T ), and the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, f(E) =

f(E; T ) the temperature pro�le T (V ). Fig.4 shows the I-V characteristic so ob-

tained and labeled I(V; T (V )).

It should be appreciated that the calculated unpumped curve, I(V; T (V )), has

the same gap voltage as the pumped data, unlike the measured unpumped curve.

Furthermore, by inserting this theoretical curve into Eq.6 one obtains the curve

labeled "Tien-Gordon" in Fig.4. This latter procedure is used to �t the LO voltage

across the junction, VLO. The fact that both the reduced gap and the photon step

level are reproduced in the �t using only VLO as �tting parameter, points to the

self-consistency of our physical picture of the gap depression mechanism. However,

as it stands, the calculated I-V characteristic fails to reproduce the correct photon

step onset. This is due to the fact that, according to Eq.6, the photon onset

reects the gap voltage value shifted by a multiple of the photon energy. In fact,

in our anomalous case, one should be careful that the value of the gap changes

with the bias voltage according to the temperature pro�le. Hence, Eq.6 should be

adjusted as follows,

Ipumped =
1X

n=�1

J2
n
(�)Idc(V + n�h!=e; T (V )); (8)

where Idc(V + n�h!=e; T (V )) is now calculated and given by Eq.7, the density

of states and the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions shifted by multiples of the
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Figure 4: Pumped and unpumped data for a Nb/Al{AlOx/Nb junction with NbTiN striplines

at a local oscillator frequency of 845 GHz and a bath temperature of 5.7 K; the calculated

unpumped I-V curves using the temperature pro�les due to the total power, the DC power only

and the PAT power only. The calculated pumped I-V curve using the total power temperature

pro�le plugged into Eq.6 is also plotted.

photon energy are also a function of the temperature pro�le T (V ), for all values

of n, and are given by N(E + e(V + n�h!); T (V )) and f(E + e(V + n�h!); T (V )),

respectively.

Fig.5 shows the resulting �ts to pumped data for two di�erent pumping levels.

Again, VLO is the only �tting parameter and it can be seen that several anoma-

lous pumped data features are reproduced. These are the gap depression, the

photon step level, the photon step onset and the subgap current below the pho-

ton step onset. Deviations from the data are also present. Firstly, there is the

smoothing of the measured photon step, which is usually ascribed to quasiparti-

cle lifetime e�ects. Hence, if no smoothing functions are applied, the theoretical

counterparts are generally characterized by much sharper gap and photon step

onsets. [17] Secondly, the excess current in the measured data just above the gap

could be explained by the fact that actual junctions are not, strictly speaking,

SIS structures, on which the calculations are based, but more closely resemble

SNIS structures, where N stands for the thin Al layer. Hence, the correspond-

ing density of states will be modi�ed accordingly. Thirdly, the calculated curves

show an abrupt transition to the normal state around 3.1 mV, not present in

the data. Here, the assumption of a constant heat transfer coeÆcient used for

the �ts, via Eq.2, breaks down. In fact, Eq.3 clearly indicates that �heat should
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Figure 5: Pumped data of a Nb/Al{AlOx/Nb junction with NbTiN striplines at a local oscil-

lator frequency of 845 GHz and a bath temperature of 5.7 K for two di�erent pumping levels

�tted using Eq.8.

be temperature-dependent, however, since the temperature-dependent behavior

of the electron-phonon interaction is rather complex and strongly dependent on

material parameters, [18] it has been left out of this analysis. SuÆce it to say that

�heat seems to vary very slowly with temperature across the bias voltage range

of interest only to deviate signi�cantly near the critical temperature. There are,

nevertheless, indications that an abrupt transition to the normal state has been

observed albeit at a higher bias voltage. [19]

Through the above exercise, it has been shown that the DC and PAT heating

power contributions can reasonably explain the experimental data. This suggests

that the possible contribution from RF absorption is negligible. Taking into ac-

count the �t resolution as well as the measurement error in the heat transfer

coeÆcient, it can be estimated that the RF absorption in the junction, if present,

should be less than 10% of the photon assisted tunneling contribution.

6 Conclusion

In conclusion, the heat trapping mechanism and the electron-phonon interaction-

limited heat ow process responsible for the gap voltage backbending in the un-

pumped case are shown to be also responsible for the severe gap depression in the

pumped case, provided one takes account of the additional heating power intro-

duced by the photon assisted tunneling process. As a consequence, the proposed



solution [13] to reduce heating by increasing the Nb volume, while keeping the

junction area unchanged, is also applicable in the RF case. Furthermore, in addi-

tion to explaining the backbending and gap depression anomalies quantitatively,

the anomalous pumped I-V curves are also satisfactorily described theoretically.
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